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Editors’ Welcome 

 

 

Hello and welcome to Issue 16 of The Bangor Literary Journal, in conjunction with Aspects 

Literary Festival.   

 

We are delighted to showcase three exciting features in this issue! 

 

Firstly, you can read the work of the six winners of the Ekphrastic Challenge, where writers 

were called to respond to ‘Secret Wood, a photograph by Paul Daniel Rafferty.  

 

Also, we are delighted to feature writer Eoin Lane, where he talks about his influences, 

experiences and his new novel ‘Beyond the Horizon’. 

 

In our final feature, you will have the opportunity to read in print, the fifteen shortlisted 

poems on the theme of ‘freedom’ from this year’s 9th Annual Bangor Poetry Competition.   

 

This year’s winner was Carolann North, with her stunning poem ‘Nesting’ which won the 

competition by public vote.  Huge congratulations to Carolann and all those shortlisted and 

placed.  We had a wonderful time at the awards ceremony and launch in the beautiful 

Chamber at Bango Castle as part of Aspects Literary Festival.  

 

We hope you enjoy Issue 16 and as always, thank you for your continued support. 

 

Best Wishes 

 

Amy and Paul 
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FEATURE: 

EKPHRASTIC 

CHALLENGE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

We are delighted to showcase the six winning pieces from The Ekphrastic Challenge, 

where writers were called upon to respond to the above photograph ‘Secret Wood’ 

by Paul Daniel Rafferty. 
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POETRY    Rhiannon Oliver 

 

Rhiannon Oliver is an Actress and Writer from Cardiff.  She graduated from RADA 

in 2004 and has performed with companies such as Shakespeare’s Globe, The 

National Theatre, BBC and Sky 1.  Rhiannon writes poetry and children’s stories and 

is currently working on a rhyming middle grade adventure story. She started sharing 

her poems in Spring 2021 and has upcoming publications in Nawr Magazine and 

two anthologies. Her children’s poems feature on https://dirigibleballoon.org/ 
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Back to the trees 

 

The best days are always the green ones, the unseen ones, when we are too far gone 

in forests to remember photos. When the air holds a calmness that keeps our hands 

away from phones, keeps our eyes wider to the wooden bones that hold up the sky.  

And every time, every time, we ask why it took so long, to get back to these fronds of 

forgiveness, these leaves of lazy promise that don’t expect to go anywhere, just to 

lean into the light.  

 

Can I please cut through here? To get to those trees? 

 

No answer, but their liveliness won’t be walked over.  

They offer themselves for stroking, needing my touch as much 

As a puppy’s tumbling tummy. 

 

I want to get to those trees. 

 

They reach then, for all of me, inviting a slow dive, backwards,  

With the freedom of a spring peach and a lightness I don’t own. 

 

Can you hold me? Sure? Dwi angen dod yn ôl at fy nghoed.* 

 

I commit, and they catch me with a spider’s touch, and I sink into  

A pillowy crown of verdancy that sends my eyes to the sky. 

 

By Rhiannon Oliver 

 

*Dwi angen dod yn ôl at fy nghoed translates as ‘I need to come back to my trees’. The 

Welsh proverb ‘dod yn ol at fy nghoed’ means ‘to return to a balanced state of mind’. 
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POETRY    Leonora Rita V. Obed 
 

Leonora Rita V. Obed is a fine artist specializing in oil paints and watercolor. She 

resides in West Trenton, New Jersey. In 2020 her painting “Wichita Gothika” was 

featured in the online exhibition “Unique Minds: Creative Voices”, sponsored by the 

Graduate Student Government of Princeton University. 
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Nocturne in E Flat 

 

Dad, you might not be here next year. 

 

 I tuned out the oncologist when he said this 

I just wanted to buy that train ticket to New Orleans and give you the seat by the window 

So that you could see Lake Ponchartrain 

 Rising from the rain water 

You kept in the empty bin 

But drained instead into your heart 

So that you’d have an aquefir   

Of tears 

for  

Hydrating 

Those  

 Fiddlehead Ferns 

You said you’d plant 

For my birthday in May. 

Dad,-- 
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My violin 

Was damaged  

By Hurricane Ida 

An infant corpse  

Beside my teacher’s grand piano 

Crippled 

 By an East Wind’s right hook. 

I want so much to play that Nocturne for you 

But you hold my hand 

And assure me— 

 There will be fiddlehead ferns 

 For my birthday: 

Behold the scroll, the curve of its Stradivarian profile 

  Across a cricket’s silhouette 

 

 

By Leonora Rita V. Obed 
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FLASH FICTION    Bríd McGinley 

 
Bríd McGinley is from Co. Donegal. She writes short fiction, poetry and creative non-

fiction. Her work has appeared in The Bangor Literary Journal, Sonder Magazine, The 

Honest Ulsterman, The Bramley and FlashFlood, and she has read at TenX9. @BridMcG 
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Down in the Woods Today 

 

The forest terrified her; bracken rustling against legs, breathy hoot of owls, dank 

leaves underfoot, murky even on the brightest day. She heard her father’s voice 

reading Hansel and Gretel, imagined her red school hoodie glowing as she followed 

Jim through springtime profusion. 

‘Nearly there,’ he said, turning, bright-eyed. 

How had Jim persuaded her to come? Wasn’t like he was her boyfriend. Never even 

held hands. But since it happened, always there, watchful. 

A cobweb brushed her face, she shivered. When had the colour left her life? She 

knew the answer, of course she knew. Dad, Dad, a silent cry. Jim stopped, smiled, 

took her hand; this shiver was different. 

‘Close your eyes,’ he said, hands on her shoulders, guiding. A short shuffle.  

‘Now look.’ 

She blinked, followed his gaze into a world suddenly washed with rainbow colour, a 

clearing where sunlight wove and billowed across beds of dancing ferns, vibrant 

fronds drawing eyes upward to the stained-glass sky framed by leafless trees. A 

thrush warbled its hymn. 

‘A cathedral,’ she whispered, heard her father singing, ‘If you go down in the woods 

today…’ Jim edged close, arm across her shoulder, wiped tears from her cheeks, and 

kissed her.  

By Bríd McGinley 
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POETRY    Sandra Griffiths 
 

Following retirement Sandra Griffiths began to write creatively. Her work has been 

published in Her Other Language and 2 books edited by the Poet Laurate of 

Staffordshire. Her poems have also appeared in the books produced annually by the 

Community Arts Partnership. In 2019 she was shortlisted for the Seamus Heaney 

Award for New Writers. 
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Ancient 

 

Sacred fern, that came from the sea to 

 

guide Maori hunters through the forest. 

 

Moonlight catches your underside of silver, 

 

illuminating a bush pathway at night. 

 

Precious pilot. 

 

 

Fiddlehead greens, rolled crowns of young 

 

ferns: bracken, ostrich, lady, cinnamon. 

 

Harvested early before you bloom, 

 

adorning the tables of queens and foragers. 

 

Delightful delicacy. 

 

 

All-forgiving plant, that grows in shade and sun 

 

on roadside verges, gardens, window-sills, 

 

revealing glorious tongues, reaching always 

 

upwards. Waving, calling- enjoy our beauty. 

 

Enduring elegance. 

 

 

 

I too am guided by a Light. 

 

On my ring finger a silver fern 

 

reminds me to unfurl His hope.  

 
By Sandra Griffiths 
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POETRY    Marie Studer 
 

Marie Studer was a winner in the Trocáire Poetry Ireland Competition 2020, Bangor 

Halloween Ekphrastic Poetry Challenge 2019, shortlisted in the North West Words 

Poetry Competition 2020 and in the Kanturk Arts Festival, Flash Fiction 2020. Her 

poetry has been published in The Stony Thursday Book, The Waxed Lemon, Drawn 

To The Light, Dreich, Spilling Cocoa over Martin Amis, Visual Verse, HCE, and work 

is forthcoming in an anthology of winning entries in the Holding it Together Apart, 

creative writing challenge. 
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Virtual to Real 

 

When you want to escape  

numerous apps 

blindsiding deadlines – 

paper the home screen  

with hazel and birch 

pewter and silver barks  

enfolded by fantails of fern  

festooning the forest floor  

hear the chirp of wrens and tits 

and breathe the musk 

of woodchips and spores – 

restore your settings to green. 

 

By Marie Studer 
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POETRY    Lorelei Bacht 
 

Lorelei Bacht is a multicultural poet and lover of all things bizarre, living in Asia. Her 

work has appeared / is forthcoming in such publications as Beir Bua, Abridged 

Magazine, Odd Magazine, Postscript, Strukturriss, The Inflectionist Review, Harpy 

Hybrid Review and others. She is also on Instagram: @lorelei.bacht.writer and on 

Twitter: @bachtlorelei 
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Foxgloves 

  

What if I refused to hunt it?  

  

Would it still run or turn around and  

speak to me? Would it tire of heathers,  

peat? What would it say if it could speak?  

  

I do not know how or why I began  

hunting in the first place. I have always  

assumed: hunger, necessity. What if 

  

I refused to eat it? And what would I  

do with my time? I have spent twelve  

waking hours each day thinking on it  

  

for as long as I remember. Enough  

to learn a trade, attempt a poem of some 

sort. What could I do with haversacks, 

  

snares and flick-knives? Sell the whole 

lot, settle somewhere. Or perhaps sit –  

sit on a mossy stone, the morning sun 

  

glistens – sit and savour: whatever it 

was, does not need catching. 

 
 

By Lorelei Bacht 
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FEATURED WRITER 

 

EOIN LANE 

 

=-Eoin Lane is a writer and artist who was born in Dublin in 1968. He was a prizewinner in 

the inaugural RTE Radio Frances Mac Manus Short Story Competition in 1986. He studied 

Fashion Design at the National College of Art and Design, Dublin, working in the fashion 

industry for many years. In 2003, he made a significant career change, looking after the 

Formal Gardens at Mount Stewart. During this time Eoin started landscape painting and 

writing again, including a novel and short stories. Eoin was shortlisted in the RTE Radio 

Frances Mac Manus Short Story Awards in 2015 and was a winner in the Irish Writers Centre 

Novel Fair in 2016, where he met his agent Paul Feldstein. He wrote Beyond the Horizon in 

2016 and signed with Blackstone Publishing in 2018.  He exhibits his landscape paintings 

widely in a variety of galleries. 
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Hi Eoin, we really appreciate you taking the time to chat to us.  You have had a 

very varied career.  Can you tell the readers a little about yourself? 

 

Well, I loved reading and painting from 

an early age and I’m very fortunate to 

have been able to embrace a creative way 

of life all through my career. I did my first 

landscape oil painting at the age of 12 at 

an art class in Renvyle House Hotel, 

Connemara and that was to prove a very 

formative experience which stayed with 

me – that sense of standing at an easel by 

the sea, painting mountains and fields 

and rocks. I was chosen by James Plunkett 

as a winner in the RTE Frances Mac 

Manus Short Story Competition in 1986 

which was the same year that I went to art college. I studied Fashion Design, 

specialised in Knitwear and in my graduate year interned with Vivienne Westwood 

for a couple of months before heading to America where I worked for big outdoor 

brands like Timberland which was a fascinating time as it involved a lot of travel to 

places like Singapore, Hong Kong, India and Japan. I came to London and worked in 

trend forecasting for the International ‘Woolmark’ symbol and later in my mid-thirties 

changed direction sideways when I took a scholarship with the National Trust and 

retrained in horticulture. I came to Mount Stewart where for many years I was in 

charge of the Formal Gardens, which was basically like working with the same design 

ingredients of colour, form and texture except this time through the language of plants. 

It was a hugely exciting time and I started painting and writing again. After Mount 

Stewart I went into business with my partner Ian when we opened No 14 the Village, 

a contemporary bistro and gifts and interiors business in Greyabbey which was 

immensely liberating and brilliant fun. I wrote Beyond the Horizon in 2016 and 

resumed oil painting again and after Ian’s retirement in 2018, I set up my own studio 

where I now write and paint full time from home.  

 

You were a winner at the 2016 Irish Writers’ Centre 

Novel Fair, as well as being shortlisted and a prize-

winner in the RTE Francis MacManus Short Story 

Award.  How have these successes impacted your 

writing journey? 

 

RTE gave me a sense that I had a kernel of something 

in me which one day given the right time and chance 

could be nurtured to bear some more fruit. I think I just 
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had to wait until the time was right. I think it’s like when you read the right book at 

the right time, everything just seems to click into place, whereas a year earlier, you 

mightn’t have enjoyed the same book half as much. Writing is a bit like that, and I had 

spent years writing in the background, a sort of training, if you like, and then one day 

I was ready, and the pages began to turn. The novel fair was a very invigorating 

experience, meeting all the other authors, publishers and agents—there was a 

tremendous buzz about being there, it was like filling up the tank with adrenalin and 

I started Beyond the Horizon the following night and became utterly obsessed with it for 

the next nine months.   

 

You mentioned that alongside writing, that you are also an artist.  Do you feel that 

the two disciplines enhance each other, or are there times when you feel torn 

between writing and painting? 

 

They are similar in that that they are 

both extremely immersive and can 

become all consuming. You have to 

have a real passion to want to do 

either for any extended period of 

time. Both require a keen sense of 

critical self-awareness, and both of 

course are very solitary occupations. 

Writing takes a lot longer and the 

main difference for me is that when 

you’re writing you can’t see the full 

product, you can feel it but you can’t 

see it until the entire thing is finished and edited and only then do you get a complete 

sense of what you have created, whereas with painting, you can see what you’re doing 

as you go along even though at times you need to stand back and really scrutinise it 

properly to assess how it’s actually progressing. When I’m in the early stages of a novel 

I can combine the writing with periods of painting for a while but the further I go into 

the manuscript the more 

absorbing and time demanding 

it becomes and that is when I 

have to leave the easel for as 

long as it takes until the prose is 

sorted. I’ve just finished work 

on a new novel and I’m in that in 

between stage now where I need 

to draw breath so I can return to 

the easel with a clean slate and a 

fresh pair of eyes.  
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Sue Leonard described your novel Beyond the Horizon as a 

‘beautiful poetic debut’.  What was your writing process for 

the novel and how did you feel for it to be so well received? 

 

My writing approach was pretty much the same as it is now. 

I write random scenes longhand in spiral A4 notebooks. As 

images and speech patterns come, I write them down. I don’t 

use all of them but the ones that are any good make it into 

the manuscript. Writing longhand gives me a feel, 

particularly in the early stages, for where I might be going. 

The question then is trying to assemble these bits into some 

sort of coherent pattern. I link them together through a series 

of ‘thumbnails’ and then once I have that I go free flow on the laptop and see where it 

takes me. I do like to have a working title early on and a sense of how the book might 

be broken down into sections and I also like to have an idea of what sort of length I 

might be dealing with. Working like this, I suppose mirrors how I would have 

assembled mood boards in design from which you then go on to build a collection, 

drawing from all the different visual references. And similarly in painting when I 

choose the size of canvas I am going to use, that is very much the first step of defining 

the scale and composition of what I’m ging to be dealing with. I continue to write 

random scenes longhand right up until the end of the novel and although I do loosely 

plot to an extent, by adopting a completely free flow approach to the actual prose, it 

allows the writing to take me where it wants to go. In terms of how Horizon has been 

received, it’s been a real eye opener to how readers have responded to the story and 

the style of writing. When readers then take the time to post their own reviews about 

the book, you begin to realise that it really is out there, almost as if the characters 

themselves are now real and walking around somewhere in that great big literary 

space that exists between bookshelves and people’s heads. It has been a very gratifying 

experience and one which I am deeply grateful for.  

 

I’m sure releasing a novel during the middle of a global pandemic has been a very 

‘different’ experience than you had anticipated originally.  What have been the 

biggest challenges and what have been 

the biggest rewards?  

 

The book was released in the US and 

Canada last year on the 23rd June in the 

middle of the pandemic, the Black Lives 

Matter protests and the American election 

which was not exactly, shall we say the 

most auspicious way to launch a debut 

novel by an unknown Irish author. 

However, my publishers were fantastic at 
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plugging away behind the scenes and online and in the end, you just have to go with 

the ebb and the flow of it all. Similarly, of course over here when the hardback arrived 

in the autumn, all the bookshops were closing for Covid and while they were all 

accepting online orders from customers and people in general were reading a lot more 

than before, it was not really an ideal time for booksellers to be showcasing debut 

works of fiction. So yeah, the pandemic certainly meant that I along with many other 

new writers were being pitted against the perfect storm of diminished retail avenues, 

big name bestsellers and an ever more crowded and competitive online marketplace. 

So, the fact that after all of that Beyond the Horizon has manged to ride out the waves 

successfully is something I’m immensely proud of. 

 

Finally, Eoin—do you have any plans in the pipeline that you can tell us about? 

 

I’ve just finished work on a new book and am thinking very loosely about another. But 

before I really get going with writing random scenes again (although I admit I have 

written a few) I need to unwind for a while and get ready to paint. I wouldn’t want to 

start another book anyway on the back of another because the ‘voice’ I don’t think 

would be fresh and so, I just need to give it some time. I have a number of painting 

commissions lined up for the winter season and a lot of new work to get to my galleries 

for next year and so yes, for now I’m recharging the batteries and enjoying my reading 

meantime in the background. I’ve just finished The Journey by Olaf Olafsson and am 

currently reading a tiny gem of a book about Afghanistan called Earth and Ashes by 

Atiq Rahimi. After that I’ll be starting The Wasted Vigil by Nadeem Aslam and From a 

Low and Quiet Sea by Donal Ryan which will take me up to November and my birthday 

by which time, I’ll be in the perfect mood as I always am at that end of the year for a 

good murder, this time more than likely a vintage Adam Dalgliesh by the much-

missed P. D. James.  

 

Facebook - eoinlaneartistwriter 

 

Instagram - @eoin_lane_artist_writer 

 

Twitter - @eoinlanewriter 

BEYOND THE HORIZON Published by Blackstone 

Publishing www.blackstonepublishing.com 

Available in hardback and paperback from all good 

bookshops and in e book and audio online wherever 

books are sold 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Beyond-Horizon-Eoin-Lane/dp/1982641541 
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Extract from the section ‘Butterfly’ 

in Beyond the Horizon 

by Eoin Lane 

Copyright Eoin Lane 2020 

 

“What will you do?” he asked Aisling at breakfast. 

“What do you mean?” she said, buttering toast. 

“If Michael gets that job, will you join him back home?” 

“Oh, I see,” she said, sitting back, munching. Her eyes looked out the window. 

He followed her gaze. There was a pelargonium with serrated leaves on the sill. The 

leaves were imprinted in shadow on the wall like a scrap of chinoiserie.  

“I don’t know,” she said hesitating. “It hasn’t fully occurred to me. Let’s see if he gets 

it first.” 

“You mean …” 

“I like London,” she said quickly. “Ireland is such a parish.” 

“It’s not that small.” 

“Oh, you always bump into someone. Even in Dublin, there’s someone who knows 

where you’re from. I like it over here, away from Kinsale.” 

“But surely you must miss …” 

She shook her head. “Not really. I like the idea of home,” she said. “But London is like 

a garden filled with flowers. There is so much to see.” She buttered another slice of 

toast. “And do,” she added. “Speaking of which, what are you going to do?” 

“Stay on for a bit?” said Colin. “I’m not in a great rush.” 

“Why don’t you take Michael’s job?” she said. “They need someone.” She shrugged. 

“And if he doesn’t come back,” she paused, “I’m either going to have to get someone 

to share this place or find a bedsit.” 

“Michael’s job? I’d be useless,” he said. 
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“Think about it,” she said. “There’s a party on tonight at the owner’s house. You can 

mingle. Oh, come to the party,” she said, “it will be fun. You can think about the job.” 

“Mmmm,” said Colin. 

“I finish at nine tonight, so meet me at the bar. We’ll have a ball.” 

***** 

He was wearing his pale blue shirt when she came out. “You smell nice,” she said. 

She had added extra color to her eyes and changed into a short purple dress. She 

grabbed his hand and started running. They ran through Covent Garden, through 

the crowds and people scattered in front of them. “Why are we running?” he 

shouted, the air rushing past his cheeks. “Because we can,” she shouted back. 

“Because it’s London. Because I’m off work and we’re going to a party.” She slowed 

down and they came panting to a halt, laughing and catching their breath.  

“You’re mad,” he said.  

“I know,” she said, “what’s wrong with that?” Then she pulled him by the arm and 

they jumped on a bus to Kensington. 

But when they arrived at the party, Aisling seemed to vanish. She was swept away 

into the melee, a feather in the wind of the night. He hesitated and hovered for a bit. 

Oh, sod it, he thought buckling his nerves around him. 

Then he stepped in.  

The party gushed about him like a Gustav Klimt.  In a swarm of cigar and tobacco, 

cologne and perfume, and a chap in a hat playing bongo drums with a lady singing 

jazz above the din. He swiveled and turned and took it all in.  

Short skirts and long legs, high heels and sling backs. Rouged cheeks, painted lips, 

and black lashes. Men in tight shirts and ties with high cheekbones, shaved faces, and 

some men in turbans with trim beards and moustaches. Saucer shaped glasses with 

cherries and limes and hors d’oeuvres of baked ham with pineapple on sticks. 

Nibbles and fancy bits, chocolates, eclairs and meringues oozing cream. A haze of 

smoke rising from cigarettes and incense in burners and candles on wrought iron 

holders. He was drinking something mint green like absinthe, tasting of licorice, and 

he stopped by a window looking onto a terrace of stone lions, box plants, and 

anemones in front of dark hedges. A woman in a turban walked past the window 

and leant in and beckoned to him with her finger. “I couldn’t find the bathroom,” she 
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said confidentially, “so I had a look in the garden. I couldn’t find it there either.” 

Their eyes met. Her eyes were glassy like marbles. Then her hands slithered down 

the sill and she disappeared. He looked over the ledge. She was sprawled on the 

grass. The man beside him looked out and said, “Oh, Maisie, she always does that,” 

and walked away. Colin’s own drink was nearly gone so he went and fetched 

another. The green liquid thing was getting inside his head, but he quite liked it. He 

bumped into Aisling on and off who smiled and squeezed his hand and said, 

“Darling.” She was usually surrounded by people. She seemed to know everyone 

and blew smoke in circles while she talked, and they listened. The bongo drums were 

still banging on, the chap in the hat with a smile fixed on his face that showed a 

gleaming set of white teeth. The lady singing jazz had taken off her shawl and her 

arms were silky and smooth and waved like tree branches to the tunes as she 

swayed. Colin found himself in a deck chair on the lawn at midnight discussing the 

merits of the mountains in the moon with a couple from Maryland who didn’t know 

anyone and who had wandered in off the street attracted by the noise and the 

glamour and stayed. They too had been drinking the green cocktail thing. So, they sat 

in an arc of three and discussed the ridges on the moon. After a while, the couple 

from Maryland drifted away like debris into space and Colin stayed where he was, 

happily talking to himself.  

Sometime long after, in the middle of the night, Aisling and Colin found their way 

home. They veered up the steps to the front door and nearly fell down, but fell 

instead into the hall in a pile of giggles and groans. The next morning, Colin felt dead 

and couldn’t move. If he moved, the green cocktail thing came back. He had to lie 

very still, otherwise the room swam around. The drapes lay closed. His forehead hurt 

like someone was trying to pull it off him. It was his first taste of London by night. 

London with Aisling. 

  

“Never again,” he said when he surfaced a day later. Aisling was back at work. He 

admired her stamina. “Oh, I just love the buzz,” she said. “I don’t bother much with 

the drinking. Sure, you’d never last if you did that all the time.” 

“So now you tell me,” he said. 

“Well, no one forced it down you,” she said.  

“I never want to see that green thing again,” he said, shuddering with the horror of 

it.  

She laughed at him. “A couple of beers and you’ll be fine. Are you coming on 

Friday?” 
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“To what?” 

“Another party,” she said. 

“Mmmm,” he said.  

 

 

By Eoin Lane 
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FEATURE: 

THE 9th ANNUAL 

BANGOR POETRY 

COMPETITION 
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WINNER    Carolann North 
 

Carolann North is a poet, researcher, and lecturer in English literature at Ulster 

University. She is the editor of Phenomenal Women (2020), was the 2019 winner of the 

North Coast Heat of the All-Ireland Poetry Slam, and is published by The Bangor 

Literary Journal, Poetry Jukebox, and Wine Cellar Press. 
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N E S T I N G 

 

 

You want to believe it's yours; 

this geography, this blade of grass,  

this house your landlord owns. 

 

 

That you earned it  

more than the drifting strangers who didn't clock in; who didn't come home to your dinner 

cold and your kids asleep. 

 

 

You want to believe that your own wars brought glory.  

That you will never have to run  

with just  

      the shoes on your feet,  

      the clothes on your back,  

      the sweat on your brow 

you earned. 

 

 

You worked overtime for the weekend getaway; 

the kayak and the robin.  

The mistletoe for which you knelt at sermons.  

You can grasp Christmas like an envelope.  

You pay stamp duty. 

 

 

Outside, the wind is howling and the rain beats down and the dinners are not cold but absent and the 

kids do not sleep for all the rocking of the tide. 

 

All that was earned, lost.  

 

 

The building collapsed; the tree chopped; 

shelter now found in the tattered eves of a nesting spot, 

 to rebuild  

  in peace. 

 

 

When you leave your house at daybreak,  

joining a morning commute still scented with last night's rain, 

listen.  

 

 

Nearby, the robin’s refrain sings a lament  

from a tree you do not know, 

her geography taken from no man's pocket; 

 

a nest, an earth, a home. 

 

By Carolann North 
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RUNNER UP    Rachel Carney  

Rachel Carney is a poet, creative writing tutor and PhD student based in Cardiff. Her 

poems, reviews and articles have been published in magazines such as Poetry Wales, 

Envoi, Under the Radar and Acumen, and two of her poems have been shortlisted for 

the Bridport Prize. 
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Understood 

 

They say yes, you do  

have dyspraxia, and this new me  

unfolds herself, right there,  

in that stuffy office – 

her arms and legs unfurl 

like a ribbon from a hat,  

and we stumble out of there,  

together, hand in hand. 

 

Months later, she’s still here, 

curled up with me on the sofa, 

head propped up with cushions 

as we read another blog post –  

helping me to shift each piece 

of crumpled memory 

into its allotted place. 

 

Slowly, we adjust  

our own soft ignorance,  

unroll our prejudice  

in gentle waves. 

 

By Rachel Carney 
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THIRD PLACE    Christopher James 

Christopher James is an emerging poet from Birmingham. He has been published in 

Lumpen, Amethyst Review, and Wage Slaves: an anthology of the 

underemployed. He is the co-editor of the Utopia Project, and his work focuses on 

class, family, and locale. 
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Pressings 

for Nan Aston 

 

There’s a crispness to lavender husks, 

pressed into the crook of the spine  

between two pages, wafer thin, calyx 

lingering over her favourite psalms 

a faint scent fixed to each word, armed 

to the teeth with evocation. Rose petals 

hold their softness, the veining threads 

of colour dissolve as memory, a light 

semblance but deeply felt. A crucifix 

woven from bullrush reads as place- 

holder over the passages she wanted us  

to remember her by. I held her hand 

as she died, pressed petals between  

her knuckles, lavender oil across her palm.  

 

 

By Christopher James 
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FOURTH PLACE    Caroline Johnstone 

Caroline Johnstone now lives in Scotland. In 2019, she won the Waterways 

Storymaking Festival and Imprint Writing Awards, the Beyond Borders Round III 

competition and was long-listed for the Over The Edge New Writer of the Year.  In 

2020, she was mentioned with honours in the Cinnamon Pencil Award. 
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How to weigh  

 

i. Preparation. Believe we are as gullible  

as Gulliver.  Hold us down with a murder  

of lies and half-truths. Forget walls crumble. 

 

ii. Calibration. Set your scales to zero.   

Remember that my rights trumping your rights  

is a standard unit of measurement. 

 

iii. Observation. Remember you have the right  

to write history. Forget you have debts to repay. 

 

iv. Calculation. Measure the consequences  

of words and actions. Measure where  

you might draw lines on a map. 

 

v. Balance the arguments on staying, leaving,  

ever being there in the first place 

 

vi. Ask yourself if what you hold is lighter  

than the rain on a refugees tent,  

a ton of white feathers or a ton of ammunition 

 

and 

 

vii. ask yourself if what you hold is as heavy  

as the mother’s heart who throws her child  

over barbed wire fences, into unknown hands 

and unknown futures. 
 

 

By Caroline Johnstone 
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JOINT FIFTH PLACE    Shelley Tracey 

Shelley Tracey's first collection was Elements of Distance (2017). Poems have also been 

published in Bloody Amazing, The Haibun Journal, Drifting Sands Journal, Artemis 

Poetry, Abridged, The Bangor Literary Journal, The Honest Ulsterman, Skylight 47, The 

North, North West Words, The Bray Literary Journal and on Ink, Sweat and Tears. 
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Mountain 

as horizon marker  

 

something not yet understood, furtherness known only from  

a distance, the colour of a dream 

 

as background  

 

the view from Uncle Frank’s room in Manorhamilton Hospital,  

undifferentiated darkness, even on a summer’s day,  

blocking out the road towards his home. Sparse pines below its slopes,  

 

the absence of the loughs. Uncle Frank has black welts on his toes,  

his eyes are blank, his swollen stomach hills the bedclothes. After the 

funeral, you take his red geraniums home, place them on  

the sill towards the light 

 

as foreground  

 

pressing hard against you, wedging you into a place you can’t call home.  

Height as threat, breadth as barrier. Clouds bulge with thunder.  

Stone stands in the way of light. 

 

as focal point 

 

along the road towards the coast. The Mournes extend across your 

windscreen, lean into each other in dark brown dips and pinewood arcs.  

They fullfill the horizontal and the vertical, contour the sky.  

 

as ascent 

 

you pitch yourself against the slope, learning the weakness in your calves 

and spine. Pale grey path with silver traces. The peak remains invisible. 

Always the fear of stumbling, falling short.   

 

as summit 

 

from Slieve Gullion, surrounded by the ring dyke, traces of volcanic past. 

Harebells jut between the grasses, red deer pause between the pines. 

Your vision clear across the borders, all the way towards the sea.   

 

By Shelley Tracey 
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JOINT FIFTH PLACE    Jessica Berry  

Jessica Berry grew up in Bangor. Since childhood, she has loved writing songs and 

poetry. Jessica teaches English at the Belfast Model School for Girls. She is currently 

working on her debut poetry collection, inspired by family stories. You can find more 

of her writing on Instagram (@jessicaruth.poetry) 
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Sherbet Fountains  

 

1962  

Caned the last day of school delivering  

love letters. Young, fearless - we hung around  

Dalgleish’s shop: pocket money towards gob  

stoppers, sherbet fountains to eat in our  

climbing tree; passed time playing kick the can;  

pulling rollers with bikes; mustard  

concoctions for drinking pranks, replaced by  

Anticlockwise dances at Milano’s.  

You were blootered, or you pretended so. 

Pass the parcel to your crush: I gave mine  

To shy JJ. He stood close by me then.  

We sat on the stone wall at the sea front 

Watching strangers go, imagining the  

courage to ask for their names and numbers.  

 

2002  

Distressed jeans at hips, the last day of school  

Pizza Hut, without mum, sunflower grown.  

Ashbury shops: pocket money towards  

Bubble roll, double dip, tongue fireworks.  

We passed time on the trampoline; daisy 

chains; water gun showdowns; who can say the  

rudest word? Garden choreography: 

wet grass replaced with a black winegum floor.   

You were paralytic or pretended so. 
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Drop your hat by a crush: I wanted to 

Give mine to boy on the bus. I never  

dared. We sat on my bed and watched  

movies rented from the sunbed shop. What  

would we look like on magazine covers? 

 

2042    

Buffering.  

 

By Jessica Berry 
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SHORTLISTED    Glen Wilson 

Glen Wilson is a multi-award winning Poet from Portadown. He won the Seamus 

Heaney Award for New Writing  in 2017, the Jonathan Swift Creative Writing Award 

in 2018 and The Trim Poetry competition in 2019.  His poetry collection An Experience 

on the Tongue is out now with Doire Press. https://glenwilsonpoetry.wordpress.com/  

Twitter @glenhswilson  

https://www.doirepress.com/bookstore/poetry/ 
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Backstroke 

 

You need the first bracing touch 

to be able to leave the shore behind, 

 

so submerge everything in the saltwater 

in this time of second guessing, 

 

kick away from the shallows until the detail  

of the beach becomes indistinct, 

 

feel the weight lift and disappear  

in the white redress of a diurnal tide. 

 

Loose muscles and intent, commune 

in a self-propulsion of a person through water, 

 

for recreation, for salvation, to surge past 

restriction, to know there’s a depth behind you. 

 

Below me I imagine myself a pearl diver,  

freeing the iridescence treasures 

 

from the shelled molluscs, even now 

there is still so much to discover, 

 

the sea is a new body with each wave, 

brim-full with life and death in cycle, 

 

few of our shipwrecks will ever be recovered, 

we must all make our peace with that. 

 

Above and before me a wide open sky, 

I see shapes in the clouds that I recognise; 

 

The bay at Portballintrae, 

Scrabo Tower leaning into 

 

a friend’s face in the release of laughter, 

and the unstoppable gallop of an uncatchable horse, 

 

and I feel for a moment like an infant 

with their innate ability to swim, 
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malleable in instinct, each stroke 

a possibility reached for. 

 

By Glen Wilson 
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SHORTLISTED    Anna Saunders 

Anna Saunders has been described as ‘a poet who surely can do anything’ by The 

North, ‘a modern myth maker’ by Paul Stephenson, and Tears in the Fence said of 

her ‘Anna Saunders’ poetry is reminiscent of Plath – with all its alpha achievement 

and radiance’. She is the author of Communion, (Wild Conversations Press), Struck, 

(Pindrop Press) Kissing the She Bear, (Wild Conversations Press), Burne Jones and 

the Fox (Indigo Dreams), and Ghosting for Beginners, (Indigo Dreams). Anna’s new 

book is Feverfew. (Indigo Dreams). The collection has been described as ‘rich with 

obsession, sensuousness and potency’ by Ben Ray, and as ‘a  beautiful and necessary 

collection’ by  Penny Shuttle. She is also the Executive Director of Cheltenham Poetry 

Festival and works as a creative writing tutor and mentor, communications 

specialist,  journalist, broadcaster and  copywriter/editor. 
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Even in the Asylum there is Yellow  

(After Van Gogh)  

 

 

The artist’s scenes are holy with halos,  

all things in his eye being sublime.  

 

his skies spin with coruscating swirls, 

bristle with the radiance of solar turbulence. 

 

His fields are oceanic  

with corn, trembling waves of gold  

in which a single figure drowns.  

 

The critics speak in jaundiced tones 

sneer that that seeing yellow 

is a stigma of the mentally unsound  

 

that his yellow vision is a result of  

either damage to the eye  

or a poison administrated in the Asylum. 

 

They are unable to separate  

the white and the yolk of insanity and divinity. 

 

The artist, a disciple of the sun, travelled south,   

now his canvases are rapture, all inspiration.  

 

The critics worship only their own opinions, 

yet the artist sleeps, hands steepled in prayer 

watching his gold gods descending free.   

 

 

By Anna Saunders 
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SHORTLISTED    Rajinder Singh 

Rajinder's 'elsewheres' are leaky parallel universes  stitched through with errant 

memories which haunt his migrant existence. Born in a village in rural Malaysia, he 

moved to Belfast in the early 80s and has lived in the island or Ireland longer than he 

has lived anywhere else. In his first collection of poetry, Rajinder comes to terms with 

his fraught relationship with silence. You can follow Rajinder on insta:@woundbloom 
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Saint Luka 
 

Sometimes I thought Luka was trying  

to outrun the city, 

at least he had notions 

of an approach in this lifetime 

to something that lay just beyond. 

 

I would catch myself wishing 

he would stop and let the city in. 

 

Every night after work we ran a two-am-downtown 

out past its riotous town hall by skedaddled corners  

sharp as a cut 

away from  knee-cap alleys into fuck-you-lookin-at snarls 

braving pauses between street lights  

awake to trouble in slow cars  

under a year long drizzle that sharpened another thorn 

in the city’s crown of nightmares. 

 

Luka ran with the biography of the city on his palm 

a cheap chianti, a loaf of bread and a dirty glass glued to a tray 

in a prayer thrust into twenty one-armed miles 

long past another drunken midnight 

with the blood and body of christ on a cross city chase  

my inner city Saint Luka  

on the run, for a thaw in time, 

outpacing 400 years of war 

and soundless mouthings of hurt. 

 

And every night at 15 miles just past Shankill 

we would get our hearts put crossways  

on a wobbly tray and tired legs 

as we hurled  through  a chase and a tirade of bottles and abuse  

another section of the city sought midnight communion 

in the ensuing silence 

one that opens up when the city capitulates  

I will once again fancy myself a foot soldier  

to Saint Luka’s precious tray  

an appeasement to the gods of Nor’n Ireland. 

 

By Rajinder Singh 
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SHORTLISTED    Louise G Cole 
 

Winning a Hennessy Award for her poetry in 2018 led to Louise G Cole having a 

Dublin pub renamed (temporarily) in her honour and the then UK Poet Laureate 

Carol Ann Duffy choosing her for publication. The ‘G’ in Louise’s full name helps 

avoid unnecessary confusion with an underwear model. 
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Shades of Welcome 

 

They started walking on Patrick’s Day, not knowing  

the colour of the day or the green of their destination,  

 

barefoot across desert dust, a long line of big little  

men, little big women, elbow to chin, knee to wrist,  

 

children hoping, heading, heaving, leaving homes 

for elsewhere, nowhere, somewhere, anywhere away  

 

from the blood black ash, trash and gunfire of war-torn  

war-towns. From a distance they heard new sounds,  

 

soft salted words from red-eyed strangers calling,  

calling them to their land, their soft voices echoing  

 

across history’s deep oceans, shreds of hope slung  

from the loose wet wrap of a dove-grey mist. 

 

It isn’t easy to understand random acts of kindness, 

to taste freedom with blind trust, start life again, 

 

leave behind the past, accept the blessings of the Irish, 

trading smiles in forty shades of welcome, welcome. 

 

 

By Louise G Cole 
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SHORTLISTED    Bethany River 

Bethany Rivers’ poetry pamphlets: ‘Off the wall’ from Indigo Dreams;  ‘the sea no 

river’ from Fly on the Wall Press. Victorina Press published, ‘Fountain of Creativity: 

ways to nourish your writing’.  She is Editor of As Above So Below.  She mentors the 

writing of poetry, novel, memoir.  www.writingyourvoice.org.uk 
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Time Non-sense 

 

What is this time non-sense?  I still walk into a room and forget what I went in there for.  It’s 

32 years today since you died.  And suddenly, I don’t want to talk about it.  I’ve been sitting 

in the back garden, watching an orb weaver create each thread of her web today.  I’ve never 

seen it before.  She worked from the outside in.  Taking the silk with one foot, feeding it to 

the next, both back legs weaving the magic of a new home, whilst the other legs acrobatically 

take her across the skeleton of her web.  And she does it so quick.  And I don’t tell her, it was 

my fault.  When I threw a banana skin into the hedge, to hopefully feed the roses of next 

door.  Roses love bananas.  I don’t tell her, it was my fault she had to re-build her home, 

spend all afternoon re-threading and weaving, creating silk, so she could have somewhere to 

rest tonight.  Somewhere to catch food, that will replenish the proteins she’s used to create 

the silk.  How her home was mostly destroyed in an instant, by a flying banana skin.  There’s 

no accounting for that.  No forward planning that could have prevented it.  And no other 

choice but to re-build.  Or spend even more time finding a new spot to build from.  I don’t 

tell her, how my home was destroyed 32 years ago, and although it was re-painted and re-

wallpapered, the cracks beneath never disappeared.  So, what is this time non-sense?  32 

years to build a new life.  An afternoon to build a new web, when she will only live for a 

year.  But she could re-build anywhere, any time.  And so can I. 

 

By Bethany Rivers 
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SHORTLISTED    Stephen Smythe 

Stephen Smythe is a Mancunian writer of short fiction and poetry. In recent years 

(2017-2021) he has been shortlisted and long-listed in several prestigious 

competitions including the Bridport Prize (Flash Fiction), Bath Flash Fiction Award, 

and the Bangor Literary Journal Poetry Competition. He was second in the Bangor 

Literary Journal FORTY Words Competition in 2019, and third in the Strands 

International Flash Fiction Competition, in 2021. Stephen completed an MA in 

Creative Writing at Salford University in 2018. 
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Stripes 

 

you like it  when I   call you tiger 

amber   flames   in your eyes 

golden   dreadlocks  part 

to reveal   black   shaven sides 

 

running   down   your arms  

across   your thighs  self-inflicted   

so precisely  a myriad   of dark lines 

I first   saw in   the long grass    

made me   want to run  and hide  

you    squinting   in the sunshine 

me    fidgeting   tongue tied  

 

I try   to understand  why  

in shadows  you sought  seeping release  

more   than a roar  for help 

coping             through   sharp relief 

 

sometimes you stroke  your stripes  

look up   at me   and smile  

you have  unlocked   the cage door 

in your   own time    strolled outside 

 

 

By Stephen Smythe 
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SHORTLISTED    Sarah O'Connor 

Originally from the west of Ireland, Sarah O'Connor now lives in London, working 

backstage in theatre and opera. Her work can be found in Abridged, The Broken 

Spine, Re-side and Shooter. 
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Unconventional Dentistry 

 

The concrete path has changed my smile, 

left incisor slipping behind canine. 

Flipping over handlebars it took the brunt 

of impact alongside my bruised chin. 

You picked me up, gave comfort 

as you carried me home. 

 

Then cracked some jokes I couldn’t find funny 

 

For I’ve seen her changed smile 

next door, and heard his canine 

frenzy through terrace walls - brunt 

of his fury landing on her chin. 

And I wonder how she can find comfort 

in that boot camp penitentiary called home. 

 

By Sarah O’Connor 
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SHORTLISTED    Michael Farry 
 

Michael Farry’s latest poetry collection, Troubles (2020), is published by Revival 

Press, Limerick. Previous collections were Asking for Directions, (Doghouse, 2012) 

and The Age of Glass, (Revival, 2017). He has published widely on the history of the 

war of independence and civil war in County Sligo. 
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Scream 

 

Early yesterday afternoon  

I wanted to scream again 

remembering things he said 

as on that day in Carrowloughan. 

 

It’s taken years to get here  

but doesn’t seem to have been worth  

the slow meticulous drive. 

 

They never told me  

those learned professors 

lovers of dead languages 

esoteric readers of narrative simplicities.  

 

I want to tell them 

that I don’t need a theory 

that I was born in a house without electricity 

learned to read without the brilliance of a bulb 

the surprise of a switch. 

 

I can still read by candlelight 

a skill which prepares you for difficulties 

with informal structures, absent punctuation 

and crepuscular sentence construction.  

 

But the scream.  

 

No I didn’t. 

This is a semi-detached house 

in a friendly housing estate. 

There are others to think about.  

 

 

By Michael Farry 
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SHORTLISTED    Nina Quigley 
 

Nina Quigley lives in Inishowen, Co Donegal, and writes poetry and short fiction. 

She is also a visual artist. Her work has appeared in the Moth, a New Ulster and 

Poetry Ireland Review. Her poetry pamphlet, ‘Legacy,’ was published by Lapwing 

Publications in 2001. 
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Before 

 

Before you were, I was. I had a home, a land, a people. 

They cherished me and I was loved. I was familiar 

with things both light and dark, the scent of drying chillies  

and tomato skins splitting in the sun. The taste of war  

 

was on my tongue and the language of the ancients. 

I knew the casual drill of machine gun fire 

and the tramp of jack boots on cobbled streets. 

I spoke my outrage with a rolling pin  

 

on a floured board in a syncopation of angry slaps 

as I worked the sheet of pasta dough to the precise  

degree of thinness for the cut.  I knew the skills  

of my sex, my time, my people. Needlepoint,  

 

a cursive hand and the worth of garlic 

and parsley in the handed-down delicacies 

from the rebellious mountain region of my birth. 

Before you I was dark with summer and slept  

 

in white linen in the shuttered afternoons.  

I knew loss and the exile of Rome, and on my return  

a new beginning, when a young airman  

from a foreign place came looking for me  

 

and snapped me wearing white and smiling down  

at him from a grove of olive trees. For three long years  

I tossed in agonies of indecision until I could  

no longer forgo the comfort of a family  

 

of my own. A papal dispensation was duly got. 

Before you were, I laughed a lot, but after not so much.  

You were already planted in me when we left  

and made the long journey to this dank  

 

and dismal north. We nearly died in a train crash  

in the Alps, our wedding gifts plundered in the snow. 

Later they gave me the last rights, told me we would die  
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and knocked me out so they could drag you squealing  

 

from me before your time. I lost you then to illness.  

Separation made you a stranger to me when I returned..  

Before you were, I was. I had a home, a land, a people.  

They cherished me and I was loved. 

 

By Nina Quigley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


